
Here’s why;
A unique pivot between the
coulter unit and the drill
allows each disk opener to
track exactly in the slot cut
by the coulter in front even
while the unit is rounding a
curve.

Great Plains Solid Stand® drills
have the planting accuracy
drilledsoybeansneed;

Press Wheels
keep the opener from penetra-
ting too deep;planting depth
can be quicldychanged withex-
clusive dial-a-depthadjustment
system. (2) Double Down-
Pressure Springs hold opener
firmly in the soil preventing
the bouncing action which leaves
seed scattered ontop of the
ground.

Excellent penetration is also
achieved, thanks to a heavy-
duty framework, calcium-
fillable transport tires, and a
special weight transfer
design which applies some of
the weight of the drill itself to
the coulters. Should ad-
ditional weight be needed,
specially designed weight
brackets are availablewhich
accept most tractor suitcase-
style weights. In all, up to 400
lbs. of weight per coulter is
possible ensuring
penetration even in the
toughest ground.

SpecialSeed
Chute
the very bottom
of the v-slot,rather
than allowing slotto
partially close prior
to seed release.
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Finally, all Combination
Drill Hitches feature a quick
hitch for attaching easily to
3-point drills. Soyou have the
flexibility to no-till some
acreage, then switch back to
a conventional seeding
method as conditions vary.

SPECIAL PRICE
On

12Ft. Rental Drill

COMPARE PERFORMANCE! COMPARE PRICE!
YOU'LL BUY A Great Plains i NO-TILL DRILL

THE ORIGINAL STEEL BALE WAGON
MADE WITH SQUARE STEEL TIJBING
CHECK THESE FEATURES AGAINST

ANY OTHER BALE WAGON
YOU'LL FIND OURS IS THE BEST!

...Eight foot wide inside by Eighteen feet long.
....Rugged square steel tubing.
....Fold downfront gate w/diamond plate

platform.

....Swing-out tailgate.
..Unload from side, front or rear.
..Solid oak floor.

....Eight ton running gear w/universal bearings.
....With New 9.5Lx15 tires.
....Backed by Hoober Parts and Service.

Don't Settle For Less Then The Best
CALL US TOLL FREE FOR A PRICE

1-800-233-0165 1-800-732-0017
MD, NJ, DEL, NY PA Only
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Products Backed
By HooberParts

And Service
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C.B. HOOBER ft SON INC.
INTERCOURSE, PA

(717)768-8231 AUTHORIZED
UPS STATION

MIDDLETOWN, DE
(302) 378-9555

You Won'tFind A Better No-Till THE NO-TILL HITCH

Drill Than GREAT PLAINS
™ATWORKS

HOOBER EQUIPMENT INC.
=#*


